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TOPO is a research and advisory firm 
that helps the world’s best companies 
achieve repeatable, scalable growth.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
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AGENDA: REBUILD THE REVENUE MACHINE

1. Introducing the new strategic framework for growth: Stabilize, Reinvent, and Grow

2. Deep dive into the three stages:
• Stage overview
• Key steps
• Examples

3.  Q&A
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THE NEW FRAMEWORK FOR REVENUE GROWTH

STABILIZE
Organizations realize the 
severity of the pandemic and 
economic crisis and take 
emergency measures to 
stabilize business

REINVENT
Sales and marketing leaders 
reinvent short- and long-term 
go-to-market in response to 
the new market reality

GROW
Sales and marketing scale 
efforts (proven, traditional 
tactics and reinvented ones) 
to accelerate growth in 
response to improving 
economic conditions

We are here
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THE LONG-TERM IMPACT OF REINVENTION IS MASSIVE

Source: Gartner analysis
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STAGE 1: STABILIZE THE ORGANIZATION

STABILIZE
Organizations realize the 
severity of the pandemic 
and economic crisis and 
take emergency measures 
to stabilize business

Reset revenue objectives 
and budgets

Enable work from home

Rebuild your pipeline

Embrace your customers

Make immediate tactical 
adjustments
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5 STEPS TOWARDS STABILIZING YOUR BUSINESS

STEP ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
Reset revenue 
objectives and budgets

51% of orgs forecast at least 20% 
contraction* (extreme downside forecast)

2020 marketing program spend decreases by 20%

Enable work from home 100% remote workforce Sales re-training (e.g., online demos), virtual scrums, 
digital enablement programs, and virtual QBRs

Rebuild pipeline 70% of orgs expect a 20% or higher decline
in Q2 pipeline

• Shift to targeted prospecting
• Move offline budgets to virtual events

Make immediate tactical 
adjustments

92% of orgs have revised messaging Messaging lockdowns followed by overhaul of content 
and campaigns

Embrace customers Sales organizations’ top investment during 
the crisis = customer retention

• The “how are you doing?” play
• Customer campaigns focused on navigating crisis  

*CFO response to COVID-19 the week of April 13, 2020. Gartner for Finance.
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STAGE 2: REINVENT

REINVENT
Sales and marketing 
leaders reinvent short-
and long-term go-to-
market in response to the 
new market reality

Re-analyze target market

Re-package product 
offerings

Re-define the 
go-to-market

Re-allocate resources

Re-design tactics and 
processes

Establish new metrics 
framework

Deliver extreme value 
across the lifecycle
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STAGE 2: REINVENT

STEP DETAILS
Re-analyze target market Identify strong segments and shelve significantly affected ones

Re-package product offerings Products should address current customer challenges. Focus on fast adoption

Re-define the go-to-market (GTM) Quickly adjust approach for new target markets (e.g., AB program for top vertical) 

Re-allocate resources Shift resources toward strong segments (e.g., move SDRs from net-new to 
customers)

Re-design tactics and processes Pre-pandemic tactics may no longer work. Adjust quickly and optimize

Establish new metrics framework Create realistic KPIs and metrics (e.g., focus sales on # of customer 
conversations)

Deliver extreme value across the lifecycle Re-define buyer personas for new reality and deliver value on every touch
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TARGET VARIABLE BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE
Geography Use an authoritative data source such as WHO 

or CDC to determine severity by geography
CDC issues Level 3 warning for Italy advising against all 
non-essential travel to area

Company Size Look at business segments in groups (SMB, 
MM, ENT) 

Deprioritize very small businesses (VSB) that are highly 
impacted with no resources to evaluate new investments

Vertical Deprioritize industries that are effectively shut 
down by the pandemic

Remove travel companies from ICP or high prioritized 
segment (e.g., A accounts)

Business Strength Identify segments with strong balance sheets 
and credit ratings

Prioritize segments with strong credit ratings from major 
rating agencies 

Net-new vs. Existing 
Customer

Reallocate resources between new logo 
acquisition and existing customers based on 
relative impact

• Remote collaboration company ramps up acquisition 
as WFH surges

• With a massive drop in new investment, enterprise 
software company shifts resources to customers

ASSESS TARGET SEGMENTS AND REDEFINE YOUR ICP AND TARGET 
ACCOUNT LIST
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THE GREAT PRODUCT RESET IS ALREADY HAPPENING

VENDOR BUYER DYNAMIC PRODUCT RESET
• COVID-19 shuts down most restaurants in United 

States except for takeout and delivery

• Off-premise dining accounts for 70% of revenue 
now

• Customers: 3-month free access to software for 
online ordering, takeout, gift cards, and marketing

• Non-customers: 3-month free access to Toast 
Now suite

• Not charging for restaurants that are closed

• Sharp increase in remote work creates issues for 
IT organizations

• User management, security, collaboration, and 
content access are all high priority issues now

• Box Business Edition now free for 90 days

• Existing Box customers can add additional users 
at no charge for the next month

• Buyers in various functions such as supply chain, 
marketing, finance, HR, and sales operations are 
trying to track COVID-19 risk in real time

• Desperate for educational resources on how the 
pandemic will impact business

• Free COVID-19 data hub provides ready to use 
data stream to anyone

• Companies can blend data with their own to 
identify potential risks and develop new policies 
for key issues such as WFH
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EXTREME VALUE: THE HIGH-VALUE OFFER DRIVES ENGAGEMENT

The metrics that governed an 
organization before the pandemic 
are obsolete. Organizations are now 
looking for new benchmarks to guide 
their business.

Presentations with industry data 
resonate all the way to the C-Suite. 
This play offers the opportunity to 
customize follow-up content by 
inserting the prospect’s data into a 
leave-behind.

A high-value offer (HVO) is a meeting where the value to the customer is so undeniable, they are compelled to give up their time to 
attend. Pre-COVID, buyers could explore products opportunistically and as a result, the first sales call was often to do discovery or 
give a demo. Now, most buyers are not in the buying mode. Sales and marketing have to figure out what conversation is most 
valuable to their market and build an HVO to deliver that value.

Market insights Virtual workshop Peer data/benchmark

With the pandemic’s massive 
market disruption, organizations 
want to understand the current 
situation in their industry and 
what their peers are doing.

Deliver a presentation on market 
trends and solutions (focused on 
stories). Accompany presentation 
with a strongly written content 
piece.

Organizations don’t just want 
information; they desperately need 
help finding a solution for their 
unique challenges and want a 
trusted partner to assist.

Run a facilitated, collaborative 
online workshop to help design their 
strategy for addressing mission-
critical priorities.
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STAGE 3: GROW (FAST) 

GROW
Sales and marketing scale 
efforts (proven, traditional 
tactics and reinvented 
ones) to accelerate 
growth in response to 
improving economic 
conditions

Re-scale customer acquisition 
efforts

Accelerate digital transformation of 
sales and marketing

Adopt a lean, agile go-to-market

Move to a data-driven decision 
framework

Build a resilient, forward-looking 
organization

Re-incorporate proven strategies, 
processes, and best practices

Adopt revenue operations
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STAGE 3: GROW (FAST) 

STEP DETAILS
Re-scale customer acquisition efforts Reinstate budgets and resources to support aggressive pipeline numbers

Accelerate digital transformation of sales and 
marketing

Move quickly to automate sales and marketing processes 

Adopt a lean, agile go-to-market Build for speed: Quickly shift go-to-market based on market conditions (in 
days not quarters)

Move to a data-driven decision framework Optimize for end-to-end visibility with a goal of predictability and early-
warning systems

Build a resilient, forward-looking organization Assemble leadership teams with employees who led during the 
pandemic. Ensure that the organization can adjust in real-time (e.g., 
enable for virtual selling).

Re-incorporate proven strategies, processes, and 
best practices

Take the best of what worked before combined with the best of crisis-
inspired new approaches

Adopt revenue operations Create operating model to manage the infrastructure for interconnected, 
end-to-end revenue process
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION NOW

The crisis has been the key agent of 
change for the acceleration of digital 
transformation. The tech stack needs 
to support the new sales and 
marketing reality:

• Agile go-to-market – The stack has to 
support speed and versatility, plus a 
pivot across all functions in days not 
quarters

• Data-driven – Stacks should be 
designed with visibility in mind (e.g., 
tracking end-to-end engagement)

• Virtual everything – Everyone is an 
inside rep now and requires automation 
to support their efforts (e.g., sales 
engagement platforms)

• Digital adoption – Similar to messaging 
training, reps require training and 
certifications on their tools
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THE GO-TO-MARKET NEEDS TO BE BUILT FOR SPEED

MARKETING SDR SALES CS

Strong • High frequency volume and 
velocity – Multi-channel 
execution (advertising, content 
syndication, etc.)

• Account based programs –
Fully integrated with SDR and 
sales

• Aggressive AE-SDR ratios (2:1)
• Inbound follow-up to support 

volume demand generation
• Account based SDRS focused 

on generating opportunities at 
target accounts

• Full account or territory 
coverage (shift sales resources 
from other areas if need be)

• Accounts assigned immediately 
and activated in CRM

• Messaging and enablement up 
in two weeks

• Assigned CSM 
• Hands-on onboarding and 

product adoption processes
• Customer QBRs
• Customer marketing processes
• Upsell/cross-sell sales 

processes and enablement

Weak No intentional programs (no 
advertising, content syndication, 
etc.)

• No assigned SDRs
• No outbound
• Inbound lead follow-up based 

on engagement score (lead 
needs to take multiple actions)

• BANT or aggressive lead 
definitions to filter out wastes of 
time

• Strict opportunity definition 
(only work if budget and 
account strength is verified)

• No dedicated sales reps or 
potential fill through cheaper 
resource (ecommerce or SMB 
rep)

• Highly automated, low touch 
sales processes (if any)

• Digital, self-serve onboarding
• Automated or in-product 

upsell/cross-sell

In the new reality, the rate of change is in days not quarters. Most organizations addressed the crisis with quick 
shifts in strategy that required immediate change management across the entire go-to-market. Organizations built 
with this required versatility pivoted immediately while others felt the pain (and still feel the pain). Going forward, 
organizations need to build for speed and agility, and have GTM models ready to be deployed based on changing 
market conditions.
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THE NEW FRAMEWORK FOR REVENUE GROWTH

STABILIZE REINVENT GROW
Organizations realize the severity of the 
pandemic and economic crisis and take 
emergency measures to stabilize 
business

Sales and marketing leaders reinvent 
short- and long-term go-to-market in 
response to the new market reality

Sales and marketing scale efforts (proven, 
traditional tactics and reinvented ones) to 
accelerate growth in response to 
improving economic conditions

Reset revenue objectives and budgets Re-analyze target market Re-scale customer acquisition efforts

Enable work from home Re-package product offerings Accelerate digital transformation of sales 
and marketing

Rebuild pipeline Re-define the go-to-market Adopt a lean, agile go-to-market

Make immediate tactical adjustments Re-allocate resources Move to a data-driven decision framework

Embrace customers Re-design tactics and processes Build a resilient, forward-looking 
organization

Establish new metrics framework Re-incorporate proven strategies, 
processes, and best practices

Deliver extreme value across the lifecycle Adopt revenue operations
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Q&A


